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About This Game

There is a world of dreams called Dreamland, where anyone can have their wishes granted.
Three wounded and homeless animals happened to enter Dreamland.

Will they be able to find the lost treasures of Dreamland and save the world?
“And will their wishes to regain their health and go back home safely come true?”

Features
- Innovative Action Puzzle Game: Each animal moves in set direction. Combined animals can move in more directions. You can

also separate combined animals! Find the perfect places to combine or separate animals and clear stages quickly!
- Over 30 exciting Trap tiles

- 6 themes and 100 well-designed stages
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DMC4 is a perfect example of a rushed game. The fact that it's a great game shows that we could have so much more if more
time was given.
The combat is wonderful, fluid, exciting and it's accessible for newbies but still complex enough for experts.
There are two playable characters:
- Nero that is perfect for new players but doesn't have nearly as much weapons as Dante.
- Dante that is suited to more experienced players and when used right, can do anything.
The visuals are beautiful and colorful while running at 60 FPS even on consoles.
The soundtrack is great. Its got handful of heavy-metal tunes that will pump you while playing.
And i didn't even mention how PC port good is! PC players can experience turbo mode which speeds the game up 20% and the
Legendary Dark Knight mode which is riddled with enemies.
The biggest problem with the game is ..... that it isn't finished.
Seriously. The second half of the game is backtracking through the ALL Nero levels with some twists then and now.
But still, DMC4 is an wonderful, wonderful action game that keeps you pumped on while slashing through enemies with
complex, deep combat system and beautiful visuals while keeping stable 60 FPS which puts to shame other games from the
seventh generation.
There's not really much reason to buy this version of the game because DMC4 Special Edition was released in 2015 for only 5
dollars more.
9/10 a must have for every action games fan !. So...it does do what it says.
However, I am exceptionally leary of a game that immediately asks you for your real personal info:
Birthday, Address, and Place of Birth. Then follows that by asking for a photo that has the same size and requirements of a
passport photo.
The gameplay is fairly straight forward hack and slash stuff with a thin veneer of story over the top using your personal info to
"personalize". The game also uses your photo inside the character's helmet, which is...okay? I guess. You can certainly play this
game without entering your personal details, however, the fact that it asks for such specific things is a huge red flag for me.

Probably safer to avoid this one.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TXgT5yUl8w8. This is catastrophic, unadulterated, fun!. I hate to downvote this game as
I'm a huge fan of Magic Carpet and this is as close to a remake as we are likely to get. The game is fairly fun, looks pretty nice
and has some of the core features of Magic Carpet completed. It's a nice tech demo or prototype but to be honest there's really
not much of a 'game' here.

The development is excruciatingly slow with very few updates. There has been 2 this year which is a LOT more than we usually
get so perhaps there is a glimmer of hope for the future of the title. Since I first played the game after purchasing it years ago,
very little has changed. Most update logs mention things being improved behind-the-scenes, which is great, but since the product
is already on sale and has been for years I think perhaps some visible changes thrown alongside the engine upgrades would go a
long way. If the dev didn't mention these under-the-hood changes I'd struggle to find evidence the game was patched in the first
place.

My main reasons for the downvoting is definitely the slow development, but also due to a touchy subject I don't usually like
mentioning and that is the attitude of the developer. Any time people complain about lack of updates he mentions how he has to
work to get money like everyone else and that this takes a back-seat in his life. There's only one time I can accept that as a
reason for slow development and that is in the case the product in question is either a free game or just a mod. When people
have paid money for a product, it's insulting for the developer to try to make us feel bad for him. He's selling a product that we
have paid for, he should be worrying about his image and how he portrays his company.

I understand going through financial difficulties as a game developer as I'm in the exact same boat. The difference is, I'm
keeping my projects off Steam or any other platforms until they have the full game-flow incorporated. If that means I never get
a game finished, that's fine. I'd rather that then for people to pay for something that may never become a reality.

I do wish the developer luck in the future though and perhaps one day this game will get finished at which time I'll come back
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and check it out again, as well as re-write this review. If you'ere a huge fan of Magic Carpet and want a couple hours of fun for
the price of a movie ticket, I can reccomend the game. If you want a game which is feature complete, with frequent updates and
a caring customer-friendly developer, I would steer clear.. Junk game. I liked what i saw from youtubers playing the game.
Bought it. never could get it to run. asked for help. only reply is get your money back. I have a nice computer that should have
no problem running this game.
Waited too long to get a refund. Hope they enjoy their ill gotten gains.. Great game to play with mates
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At first everything was fine and I quite liked it: there’s a load of screens, some are pretty, the story is fine, and the mini games
are correctly tied to the scenery actions… But it quickly went wrong. I got almost invisible objects (the sock in the car), a lot of
items on the veeeeeery lower edge on the screen, with only 3 tiny pixels to see and click, some clumsily named items (nope, a
‘cutter knife’ isn’t a ‘knife’) and way too much back and force walking across that huge map and those so numerous screens.
Some mini games are also very annoying or too long like the one where you throw stones in baskets, or the pond flowers one,
ugh!
This game lacks some finish; it should have been beta tested. If it was, well those testers were superheroes with magic vision and
a crystal ball in each eye and they should be studied by the army in some dark secret underground base to steal their
superpowers secrets.
I generally finish my HO games as I like these a lot to unwind but not this one, I won’t bother. I do not recommend this game,
even for its low price. Stay away from it.. 10/10! Cute little anime girls! Wait... those are all male characters... Oh god, what
have I done?!. Mario for memelords, but also a really good platformer. The garbage aesthetic is definitely part of the charm..
Why the hell do you dash far out to the side when reaching max wall climb?. highly reccomend this game
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